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This new Massive Attack book is well
worth investigating...

MASSIVE ATTACK’s far-reaching classics
‘Unfinished Sympathy’, ‘Blue Lines’, ‘Teardrop’
and ‘Protection’ typify the contradiction of being
a visual representation of underground Britain,
rising from punk, graffiti and into the stoner side
of acid-house and collective culture, but standing
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as anonymous gate-holders to all things trip-hop.
Any genre is somewhat of a Damocles sword. The
group’s continuing sonic warfare mirrors Bristol’s
port, bashing with all the waves of the world’s
tides, from slavery to silks, spices and the roots/
history of St Pauls. We speak to Melissa Chemam,
whose encyclopaedic new book Out Of The Comfort
Zone has just been translated into English from
her French original.
“For me, Massive Attack are a living organism,”
Chemam says. “They emerged as a collective in
1988, with 3D, Daddy G and Mushroom, but the
group wouldn’t be complete without their guest
vocalists. First came Horace Andy, Shara Nelson
and rapper Tricky. But the latter two left, so
suddenly the ever-evolving collective became not
only a concept, but a trademark. I was a teenager
in Paris when I first heard ‘Unfinished Sympathy’.
They sounded so new and so mysterious at the
same time. They were rare, multifaceted and
multicultural, brooding, and their sound was never
heard before.”
DJ Mag: In ’91 there were two LPs — ‘Blue Lines’,
and ‘Screamadelica’. It’s interesting what you
say about Massive Attack moving away from the
album form and into more ‘third space’ projects:
collabs with Adam Curtis, for example. What’s
most exciting about this for you? And why do
you think it’s happened?
“To me, they are artists and curators producing
music, even more than musicians. They formally
challenged their own ways to display music, in
terms of song-writing, shying away from the
traditional verse/chorus structure, and in terms
of technology. They were from the start very
visual, influenced by films as much as graffiti,
and more with each record, because they are as

much observers of the culture around them as art
makers. So this feeds into a rich loop of creativity.
“Adam Curtis is a BBC documentary film-maker
who has challenged television quite deeply. They
first worked together for the 2013 Manchester
International Festival. Curtis called it a ‘gilm’:
gig + film. I’m not sure it fits. The visuals and the
music create something very special, but it is an
additional layer and, much as Curtis’ messages
are powerful, overall, it only works because it’s
Massive Attack.”
Punk was an influence on Massive Attack,
you say in the book: “In 1980, Bristol was
particularly sensitive to tensions. On 2nd
April, riots erupted in St Pauls, when the police
entered the Black And White Café, where jobless
West Indian kids spent time playing games and
scratching records. ‘It’s the media which did
baptise the 1980 events as riots, for sure, not
the protesters’, insists local historian Roger
Ball, who wrote a thesis on the issue.”
“Punk had a huge influence on 3D and Nellee
[Hooper], Geoff Barrow, or Tricky. For sure. So did
the protests! And that’s very visible in Massive
Attack’s new show. They want their music to
challenge something.”
On Mark Stewart:
“Mark is a living legend. He is the Bristol punk and
neo-punk pioneer, who challenged DIY musicmaking with The Pop Group from 1977, then solo.
He connected many people in Bristol and beyond.
He never stopped creating music, and his last
single with Jah Wobble from Public Image Ltd, ‘A
Very British Coup’, is just incredible.”
On The Dug Out: “Bristol’s equivalent of
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